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                    |  April 10, 2024

                

                CALD communities need urgent supports for the energy transition

                
A new report released today has found improvements are needed to the quality of advice and

supports, and to the service provided by retailers and other energy service providers, or

culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) consumers risk being left behind in the energy

transition.
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                Energy Consumers Australia response to the Default Market Offer announcement

                
Read Energy Consumers Australia’s response to the Default Market Offer announcement.
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                Response to today’s announcements by the Energy and Climate Change Ministerial Council

                
Read our response to the latest announcements from the Energy and Climate Change Ministerial Council. 
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                New Chair for Energy Consumers Australia

                
Dr Michael Schaper has been announced as the new Chair of Energy Consumers Australia, the independent, national voice for residential and small business energy consumers.
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                Name heatwaves like cyclones, experts recommend

                
New research says Australia should consider naming its heatwaves to increase public awareness of the dangers of extreme heat.
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                Gas prices soar for small businesses

                
Read our media release on the latest results of the SME Tariff Tracker. 
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                Consumer confidence falls to five-year low as energy bills bite

                
Read our media release about the latest results of our Energy Consumer Sentiment Survey. 
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                New guidance to help Australian communities be ‘summer resilient’

                
Read our joint media release about a new resource that helps Australian communities be energy resilient.
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                SMEs need better information to have ‘power over their power’

                
Read our media release on our latest research finding that small businesses are keen for tailored information on how they can reduce their energy use.
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                Australians need a one-stop-shop for trusted energy information

                
Read our media release on our latest research finding that households are disengaged with the information provided to them by the energy market.
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        Energy Consumers Australia promotes the long-term interests of consumers with respect to the price, quality, safety, reliability and security of supply of energy services.
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            Energy Consumers Australia respectfully acknowledges the Traditional Owners of Country throughout Australia. We recognise their connection and continuous care for the lands and waters where we live, learn and work. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are advised that this website may contain images, voices or names of people who have since passed away.

       

        
    



        
        
























